We construct a Leibniz bracket on the space Ω • (J k (π)) of all differential forms over the finite-dimensional jet bundle J k (π). As an example, we write Maxwell equations with sources in the covariant finite-dimensional hamiltonian form.
such that d
2 V = 0. We will consider two particular cases.
1. E = J ∞ (π) for some vector bundle π : M → B, D V and D H are vertical and Cartan distributions respectively (see e.g. Sec.3.1 of [1] ). We denote the corresponding differentials as d
is an orthogonal complementary distribution wrt some pseudo-Riemannian metrics g on E (we assume that the restriction of g onto D V is positive-definite). We denote the corresponding differentials as d
i be a graded module over an arbitrary field k of characteristics zero and let Hgr K = j Hgr j K be a set of all graded endomorphisms of K, Hgr j K :
for some fixed f ∈ Z. The property (1) 
For example, the graded commutator [
Leibniz bracket of degree 0 on Hgr K. In the sequel [·, ·] means the graded commutator on Hgr K. Now let K = Ω
• (E) and let Ω • (E) be a k-module of smooth multivector fields on E (this notation is nonstandard). Then it is well known that any
X, whereī is the conjugate insertion operator (see [12, 13] ).
(c) Suppose
Proof. Let X, Y ∈ Ω 1 (E), then (a) may be easily proved considering a certain trivialization of π [see eq. (5) Note that the pseudo-Riemannian metrics g defines an isomorphism ♭ : 
Let s : B → M be a section of π and let j ∞ (s) : B → J ∞ (π) be the infinite jet of s. Consider the equation
We claim that (3) defines hamiltonian evolution corresponding to the potential energy χ, classical observable ϕ and Poisson multivector P . Note that we do not need any kinetic terms in χ. Suppose ϕ, ψ ∈ Ω • (E) obey (3) for the same section s and suppose P is of odd degree. Then it is easily seen that ϕ ∧ ψ obeys (3) too.
Consider the trivial vector bundle π : 
Define a certain pseudo-Euclidean metrics on the fibers of J k (π) → B for some k ≥ 3, then ∂/∂x i , i = 1, . . . , n span the horizontal distibution D H and differentials take the form
where f ∈ C ∞ (J ∞ (π)) and I + i is the multiindex obtained by insertion of i into I. It is easily seen that the vertical Schouten-Nijenhuis bracket of vector fields
Consider a multivector P ∈ Ω 3 (E) of the form
for some constant matrices η αβ and η IJ . It is easily seen that [[P, P ]] = 0. For the first order theories considered below we put η {∅}{∅} = 1 and η IJ = 0 unless I = J = {∅}. Let n = 1, then inserting ϕ = u α 1 into the lhs of (3) we obtain the following equations which should be valid on sections of π: u
Put m = n = 4 (the indices will be denoted as µ, ν, . . .) and η µν = diag(+1, +1, +1, −1). Let χ = u µ j µ /3 for certain j µ = j µ (x), then inserting the classical observable 
Using (4) we see that (7) are equivalent to ordinary Maxwell equation with u µ being vectorpotential. This means that description of electromagnetic field given above is not gauge-covariant. See also [14] for the description of gauge fields within the usual multisymplectic approach.
